
Dear Dennis, 	 11/6/95 

Disapeointed that aiething happened to both diskettes but glad to know 
what tfio situation is. The orkinal was complete as the printout seems to me proves. 
The copy is what Jerry had made at hood. I hope the pagination is on the diskette because 
if it is that permit checking all of it with the printout I have. 

I wrote on Inside over a long period of time and without space to file it. I 
fear that the Holy Man stuff may be duplicative. j- hope not. 

I see now what I forgot, you say pagination is a problem. 
I
n time chapter numbers will be also. That is because I could noT lift the 

box in which I  have that ms down to get_iete it and had to. try to get the numbers 
as I stuffed more into it. heffde from The holy Man part the order in which I've 

sent chapter to you is the order in which I have them. In some cases perhaps npt where 
they should be. 

Thanks for keeping me informed. 

1 think you have a few chapters that have not been retyped. It me know 
before you run out i

i 
you've the time. Then when someone like Jerry isehere I can get 

them from that box with more certainty they are in the supposedly ptoper sequence for 
xeroxing and sending you. 

Thanks to the kindness of Hanh Trangh and Ferry, -L  have the box for the 
next chapters. They used it to send iril more dietary supplement. She is eating better 
little by litle but still possibly not as muches she should. 

There ham bee much confulon here,kor some weeks from the welcome guests and 
the problems with one of the hood 6tudents.In trio months she did twenty pages and then 
seeming lost the last of that chapter. Meanwhile what I finally got from her is junk 
that cannot be used. She is, I think obviously on somethine the school seems not to 
have detected. 

How what happened to the disks did happen is a mystery to computer—dumb me 
but I am inclined to believe it was in making the duplicate. low is a real mrtery. 

Many thanks, 	ez . t 
je 
	/., xeir v 

I suppose it is possible that the young woman who did not respond for so long kept 

her original disk and sent me a copy of it. ""n that event she causes those erasures 

.4? in what I thought Jas the original and thus when duplicated they ere duplicated faithfully. 
1 

If it lotas like all the contents were written on at the same time, that could indicate 

she did this! 



Sai n t ns in, 4 

	  COLLEGE 

November 2, 1995 

100 Saint Anseim Drive, Manchester, New Hampshire 03102-1310 
(603) 641-7000 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

Just a short progress report. I had hoped to have time today to print off and go over the chapters on which 
the corrections had been completed and send them off to you. It will have to wait until tomorrow or the 
weekend, I am afraid. 

But I wanted to update you in any case. 

We have completed the corrections of all but one of the chapters (those which appeared to be completely 
intact on the diskette — which is all but a half dozen or so of the early chapters). 1 don't recall whether I 
told you that the other disk you sent was identical to the first. Both had the same missing material and the 
same intact chapters. Of the corrections, only the "Holy Man..." chapter remains to be done. Nancy this 
week begins the typing on the ones that have not yet been put on disk. That should go fairly quickly. 

What I will send you within a few days is a list of chapters that are not intact on the disk and a list of the 
ones that are and have been corrected. I will also package up and send along the sheets with your 
corrections and a fresh printout of those chapters. There are a few issues of format, pagination, etc. that 
we need to address, but that can easily be done later. 

You will be hearing from us again soon! 

Hope all is well. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis 


